HUNGRVAKA AND THE
MEDIEVAL ICELANDIC AUDIENCE

by HANS BEKKER-NIELSEN

It has been almost an obsession with me for a good many
years to emphasize the importance of the audience for the genesis
and growth of medieval Norse-Icelandic literature. It is certainly
true of much literature of all ages that it is created With the
audience in mind, but What makes the part of the audience

especially important, When we try to evaluate medieval literature,
is that the majority of people were illiterate. Most literature
therefore had to be read aloud before it could be generally
appreciated — at least all works of an instructive or entertaining
nature — not, of course, annals or handbooks such as glossaries

and catalogues. I realise that some scholars think that Iiteracy
was very much higher in Iceland than elsewhere in medieval
Europe, but this does not change the basic situation. Even if
everyone could read, there would not be manuscripts enough
to go round, since it is well known how long a time it took to
write a manuscript, and how expensive, and therefore rare,
manuscripts were.

Development of a literary taste was thus to a great extent
a social or collective experience, and there would have been little
room for a Wide variety of individual standards of value. If & text
was good enough (and here I mean interesting or valuable enough
to the audience) to stand the test, the obvious result would be

that it was copied and imitated again and again. If on the other
hand it was found boring, so that there was no basis for a

« rerun », it is likely that it has disappeared Without a trace.
It follows from this line of argument that we should treat
all the literature that has survived from medieval Iceland and
Norway with due respect as representative of the literary taste,
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and not try to classify it into first, second and third rate literature
according to our own standards. We may for instance feel that
sermons or saints’ lives or skaldic poetry are not interesting,
and concentrate on sagas of Icelanders, sagas of the kings or
Eddie poetry, but if we do so — and this is exactly what many
are doing in our profession — we cut ourselves off from an
appreciation of what prompted saga—Writers or other bookmen to
write the way they did and choose the topics they chose. The
hagiography of the twelfth century had a very definite inﬂuence
on the men of the thirteenth who wrote the classical sagas of
Icelandets, and it is not too much When G. Turville-Petre says:

« [...] the learned literature did not teach the Icelanders what to
think or What to say, but it taught them how to say it. It is unlikely
that the Sagas of kings and of Icelanders, or even the sagas of
ancient heroes, would have developed as they did unless several
generations of Icelanders had first been trained in hagiographic
narrative » (Origins of Icelandic Literature, Oxford, 1953, p. 142).

Turville—Petre says rather too little here, for the early literature
probably also taught later writers what to think: they learned
for instance that the heroes ought to be larger than life to be
fascinating — a saint was more interesting than a non—saint, hence
the early interest in St Olaf and his christianizing namesake, Olaf
Tryggvason. They learned also from the reception of the earliest
literature ìn Old Norse that they could rely on the audience to
know the difference between right and wrong, that the audience
would grasp the finer points in the narrative when the heroes
and anti-hetoes showed tendencies that the medieval mind could
classify along with basic conceptions of virtues and vices. The
author’s dependence on al sound understanding of the elements iu
Christian teaching among the audience has been demonstrated by
Hermann Pélsson in recent works, and it would be helpful if we
had more investigations of this kind. To understand the author’s
attitude to his audience and the audience’s appreciation of the
text ought to be more valuable than a traditional obsession With
questions of historicity and the like.
If then we take the entire corpus of early Icelandic literature
down to c. 1220 we find historical literature, epic literature With
its own level of historicity such as hagiography and miracles,
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sermons that can also, to a certain extent, be classified as epic

literature, the earliest examples of sagas of the kings, of sagas of
Icelanders, of bishops’ sagas, of so—called contemporary sagas,
other types of literature of a perhaps less entertaining and more
instructive character, and then also the vast poetic literature. Now,

these genres are usually treated separately by literary historians,
and scholars are often so restricted by the limits of these invented
or inherited categories that they fail to make clear that all the
early literary products in Old Norse were part of the same aspiration to instruct and entertain an audience which had no idea
that its repertoire would be chopped up on the basis of form

or content, or even worse, historicity. Nor were the bookmen,

who were responsible for the repertoire, aware of any conflict
between two or more cultures when they moved from one area
of literature to another. It is well known how versatile Snorri
Sturluson was, and if we look at a somewhat older bookman,
Gunnlaugr Leifsson, we find that he was a poet in Old Norse
and Latin, that he wrote poetry about sacred and secular matters,

that he was a historian of a sort and an expert hagiographic Writer.
In educating the audience in medieval Iceland, Hungrvalea,
the story of the earliest bishops of Skälholt until St Porläkr took
over, was of no little importance, if my view of the affinities

between this text and comtemporary or older literature is correct.
I see it as an important link in the development of literary taste
in Iceland, and I would be happy if it was not overlooked, as
so often happens. Some scholars tend to look down on Hungrva/ea,
because it only survives in post—medieval manuscripts, but it is
appropriate, perhaps, to remind ourselves that in this respect it
shares the fate of Islendingabök.
Hungrvaka was written in the ﬁrst years of the thirteenth
century, and it can be seen very clearly that it is dependent on
older models. The author imitates Ari and creates an ecclesiastical
parallel to the secular history in islendingaba’le, and at the same
time he tells the story of the spiritual family that had lived
at Skélholt from the time of the first two bishops, Îsleifr
and Gizurr, father and son — the family story again is reminiscent
of a saga like the Grafnlendinga saga that has more than one
hero. In its use of comparative, historical material it follows
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leendingabäk, in the use of genealogies it follows the style set
in Landnämabök. In the style and diction of Hungrva/ea we ﬁnd
elements that are known from contemporary homilies (both in
Latin and in the vemacular) such as an exquisite use of allitera—

tions —— this aspect reminds us also of possible ties With the
native, poetic diction. In its theme Hungruaka follows the pattern
set by hagiographic biographies by concentrating on saintly, or
nearly saintly characters, and the author reveals his inspiration

when at the end of his little book he compares St Porläkr, postuli
Islands, With St Patrick, portali Irlands. There are also afﬁnities
between Hungrua/ea and early writings about the Norwegian
kings, for instance when the author reminds the audience that
Bishop Gizurr was regarded as both bishop and king of the
country throughout his life: the author plays on the audience
here to make them realise that in Iceland, the republic, there had

been great men too, comparable to kings elsewhere. He makes
his point clear when he refers to the bishops as merkixmenn. In
the prologue the author shows himself as committed as the author
of the ﬁrst grammatical treatise to further education in Iceland
when he exhorts young people to study läg, eöa :ägur, eöa mann—
frwöi, and in the very title of his book he demonstrates a taste
for learned playfulness similar to the one in Gry'la.
One could go on like this finding similarities between
Hungrva/ea and other texts from approximately the same period,
and if, as we suppose, it is right, that our author was responsible
for Päls mga bis/eupx too, his Work is also the beginning of What
has been claimed to be a special branch of saga literature in
Iceland, the contemporary saga.
What I have tried to express here is that even a rather brief
saga overlooked by many saga critics because it does not belong
to any of the more popular categories may have been of importance
for the education of the medieval audience by showing it how
rich a material could be found in Iceland. Epic stuff comparable
to the most noble found outside the country. Perhaps it is only a
small brick in the structure, but for the audience in the early

years of the thirteenth century it may well have had all the
qualities of a pioneer work, suggesting what could be done With
native themes in the search for serious entertainment.

